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Market Comment – Transitory or Structural

Inflation is here, it’s now just a question of how long it will stay and how high it will get. If you listen to the
talking heads on TV they often discuss whether inflation will be “transitory” (temporary), or “structural”
(more permanent, such as in the 1970s). Only time will tell if heightened inflation outlasts the re-opening,
and this will be a key situation to monitor for investors.

Stock markets were mostly up in May. The TSX rose 3.5% and the S&P500 rose 0.7%, however, the
falling US Dollar meant that this S&P500 return was -0.9% for an unhedged Canadian investor. US
Dollar weakness has been a substantial drag on returns of US assets year-to-date, subtracting 6% from
the return on the S&P500 for unhedged Canadian investors.

| Source: Bloomberg Professional, Oceanfront Wealth Management
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Re-opening Boom?

Several sectors like transportation and recreation saw huge revenue drops due to the pandemic and
associated lockdowns and restrictions. Wells Fargo predicts that 4.5 years worth of spending in the above
sectors will occur over a period of just 9 months in the re-opening. This type of spending packed into a
short period of time should put some upward pressure on inflation.

| Source: @carlquintanilla on Twitter, @fundstrat on Twitter, Ocean Front Wealth Management
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Retail Sales Recovery

Retail sales in the above categories have recovered or nearly recovered to pre-pandemic levels. We expect this
recovery to continue through the summer as more economies re-open, especially in areas like Food Services
and Drinking Places.

| Source: Bloomberg, @LizAnnSonders on Twitter, Ocean Front Wealth Management
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Inflation Rising

The US Consumer Price Index, the basket of goods used to measure inflation, recently reported an annualized
measure of 4.2%, the highest in a decade.

| Source: Bloomberg Professional, Ocean Front Wealth Management
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Inflation Rising (cont.)

Some of the areas with the highest inflation include airfare, lodging and used cars and trucks, which are heavily linked to
the re-opening. Many people are looking to take that first vacation and purchase a vehicle so that they can travel and
commute again. This seems to support the transitory argument for inflation, since after the initial surge in demand in the
re-opening it would be logical for that demand to diminish. Used car buyers aren’t likely to purchase an additional used
car next year, for example.

| Source: US Bureau of Labour Statistics, Ocean Front Wealth Management
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Oil Written off too Soon?

Oil’s prominence as an energy source may be fading, but don’t forget about it just yet. After a long bear market
which began in 2014, energy stocks are some of the best performers in the market this year. Over the past six
months, the US energy sector has risen 43%, while Tesla, the popular renewable energy play, is down 10%.

| Source: stockcharts.com, Ocean Front Wealth Management
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Relative Valuation

Are stocks expensive on a valuation basis? Using price/earnings as a metric, most stock markets are higher than their 10-year
averages, some more than others. The US stands out as the most expensive on an absolute and relative basis, while Canada is
just slightly higher than its 10-year average. This suggests that US stocks face more of a headwind from valuation concerns
than Canadian stocks do.

| Source: Bloomberg Professional, Ocean Front Wealth Management
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SECOND 
OPINION 
SERVICE

Do you have friends, family members or business associates not getting the advice and
guidance they need? Our first-hand experience is that over 90% of high-net-worth
individuals that come to us have not developed a comprehensive written plan with their
current advisor. Having a written financial plan specific to your goals is essential to
achieving what’s most important to you. This is why we created the complimentary
SECOND OPINION SERVICE® exclusively for friends, family and associates of our
valued clients and professional network.

Our service has one goal in mind; to increase your Peace of Mind®.
®

https://oceanfrontwealthmanagement.com/second-opinion-service/
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Disclaimer

This information has been prepared by Scott Keast and Shane McMahon
who are Portfolio Managers for iA Private Wealth® and does not
necessarily reflect the opinion of iA Private Wealth®. The information
contained in this presentation comes from sources we believe reliable,
but we cannot guarantee its accuracy or reliability. The opinions
expressed are based on an analysis and interpretation dating from the
date of publication and are subject to change without notice.
Furthermore, they do not constitute an offer or solicitation to buy or sell
any of the securities mentioned. The information contained herein may
not apply to all types of investors. The Portfolio Managers can open
accounts only in the provinces in which they are registered.

iA Private Wealth Inc. is a member of the Canadian Investor Protection
Fund and the Investment Industry Regulatory Organization of Canada. iA
Private Wealth is a trademark and business name under which iA Private
Wealth Inc. operates.

Copyright © 2021 Ocean Front Wealth Management, All rights reserved.
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